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Ngerchur Island Project June 2018
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Ngerchur Island Project (Project) proposes to construct a one-story day-use pavilion, along with a
toilet and shower facility, and rainwater catchment, on Ngerchur Island, Ngerchelong State. Additionally,
an existing stone pier on the eastern shore of the island will be rehabilitated to provide all-tide access
for boats transporting tourists to the island (see Figure 1: Ngerchur Project Works Locations, below).
This document presents the Environment Assessment of the proposed development as required by the
Palau Environmental Quality Protection Board (EQPB) regulations for qualifying projects.
Ngerchur Island is a private holding and has been leased to the project proponents for a term of 75
years, commencing on October 6, 2017 (see Appendix 2). The lease owners will grant a land use right to
Karisma Development Group, Inc. (dba Yuns Tours) to conduct day tours to the island (see Appendix 2Karisma Development Group Land Use Right). Ngerchelong State has issues a building permit to the
Karisma Development Group (see Appendix 2)
Construction of the day-use pavilion will entail the rehabilitation of a historic Japanese concrete outpost
building, which was attacked by US fighter planes that bombed and heavily strafed the building with
machine gun fire. The existing concrete walls will be clad with new siding, a new gable roof constructed
over the walls, and veranda roofs will come off the sides and rear of the building (see Figure 2, below).
The pavilion site lies in the middle of an approximately 85-meter-wide (280 feet) section of the island,
which consists of sandy loam soils, in a back-beach area. The toilet and shower facility will be located
just west of the pavilion, and the septic system and absorption field will be located in an area north of
the pavilion (see Figure 5, below)
The rehabilitation of the existing pier on the eastern side of the island will be completed by hand labor.
It is estimated that enough stone can be retrieved from the perimeter of the degraded structure to build
up to a functional elevation for tourist access. The pier extends from the beach seaward across sand
bottomland, 186 meters (610 feet), to its terminus. No seagrass or coral habitat will be directly impacted
by proposed works.
Beach strand forest habitat is fairly uniform across the project site, though quite open, with minimal
ground cover. Plant diversity is low across the site, coconut and Alexandrian laurel (Calophyllum
inophyllum, “btaches”) are the dominate tree species, grasses and some low shrubs are dispersed across
the site. Several Micronesian Megapode birds (Megapodius laperouse senex, “bekai”) were observed in
the project area, and during the bird survey. The birds are listed as endangered by the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) (2017)
The significant environmental impacts identified by the Environmental Assessment are discussed briefly
below:
Construction Phase
 Loss of terrestrial habitat and diversity - construction of the pavilion and toilet/shower
facility will mean a very minimal loss of much existing vegetation and associated habitat
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Construction waste disposal-generation of considerable quantities of solid waste requiring
proper disposal.
These negative impacts are not considered significant or can be mitigated. The positive impacts
during the construction phase are:
 Employment-opportunities for income generation and economic activity brought about by
the development construction



Operations Phase
 Wastewater generation and disposal of a maximum 800 gallons per day of septic tank
effluent
 Solid waste generation-collection and disposal of the day-use facility waste
 Possible impacts to the Megapode bird population
These potential impacts can also be mitigated as indicated in this EA report, by proper
engineering design, disposal practices, and tourist behavior. Employment opportunities will also
be provided by the support required by the project proponents for the proposed day tours to
the island facility.
I.
A.

INTRODUCTION
Background and Rationale

Ngerchur Island lies north of Palau’s largest island, Babeldaob. Its location is about 2 kilometers north of
Babeldaob Island and the State of Ngerchelong. The island is at the southern end of an extensive reef
system that runs about 30 kilometers north to the islands of Kayangel State.
The island is a private holding and has been leased to the project proponents for a term of 75 years,
commencing on October 6, 2017 (reference Appendix 2). Presently, there is no permanent habitation.
The Ngerchelong State Government has issued a building permit for the proposed development to the
project proponents.
The Ngerchur Island Project (Project) proposes to construct a one-story day-use pavilion, along with a
toilet and shower facility, and rainwater catchment, on Ngerchur Island. Additionally, an existing stone
pier on the eastern shore of the island will be rehabilitated to provide all-tide access for boats
transporting tourists to the island (see Figure 1: Ngerchur Project Works Locations, below).
The new facilities will accommodate day-use tourists coming to the island where they can participate in
recreational activities and where meals will be prepared in the barbeque grill and kitchen area within
the pavilion. The pavilion and veranda roof areas will provide shade and protection from inclement
weather and provide rain catchment. The toilet and shower facilities will be designed to accommodate
the estimated maximum of 100 guest per day.
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This document presents the Environment Assessment of the proposed development as required by the
Palau Environmental Quality Protection Board (EQPB) regulations for qualifying projects.
This EA report provides an assessment of potential environmental benefits, potential adverse
environmental impacts, and risks associated with the proposed development, and includes (i) a
summary of the local and national, standards and guidelines; (ii) description of the project and
anticipated environmental impacts and mitigations measures; (iii) information disclosure, consultation
and participation, and (v) an outline for an environmental management plan (EMP),that will require an
implementation schedule and performance indicators.

Figure 1
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II.

POLICY, LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATION FRAMEWORK

A. National and Local Legal Framework
1.

National Environmental Framework

The EQPB is the governing body for environmental protection in the Republic of Palau. The Palau
National Code, Chapter 24 Environmental Protection Act administered by the EQPB contains regulations
for the protection of surface and marine waters, air quality, and management of potential impacts from
earthworks.
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Regulation (Chapter 2401–61). The EIS Regulation is Palau’s
central environmental planning legislation with the aim of ensuring that environmental concerns are
given appropriate consideration in decision making for all new infrastructure projects. The EIS
Regulation applies a two-step assessment process to determine the level of assessment required.
In the first step of the assessment process, an Environmental Assessment (EA) is required for planned
activities that propose: (i) use of national or state lands; (ii) use of national or state funds, with some
exceptions; (iii) any use within any land which has been or may be classified as conservation district by
the Republic or one of its state's land use commissions; (iv) any use directly or indirectly impacting
coastal waters and wetlands as defined in the Republic of Palau Marine and Fresh Water Quality
Regulations; (v) any use within any historic site as designated by the Palau Historic and Cultural
Preservation Office; or (vi) any required action which the Board determines may have a significant
impact on the environment. The EA is an initial evaluation to determine whether an action may have a
significant environmental effect. The EA is evaluated by the EQPB to determine if the action has the
potential to have a significant effect on the environment, in which case a second stage of assessment is
required and an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) must be completed.
Marine and Freshwater Quality Regulations (Chapter 2401–11). The Marine and Freshwater Quality
(MFWQ) Regulations provide classification of both surface water and groundwater quality criteria and
standards. The purpose to the MFWQ regulations are to (i) identify the uses for which the various
waters of the Republic of Palau shall be maintained and protected, (ii) specify the water quality
standards required to maintain the designated uses, and (iii) prescribe regulations necessary for
implementing, achieving, and maintaining the specified water quality, and to protect health, welfare,
and property, and to assure that no pollutants are discharged into these waters without being given the
degree of treatment or control necessary to prevent pollution. The regulation requires for any new point
source of pollution, that the source shall meet and maintain the highest statutory and regulatory
requirements, does not discharge into a drinking water source (groundwater or surface water), and
sewage must receive the degree of treatment necessary to protect the beneficial uses of waters of the
Republic of Palau before discharge. These regulations are directly applicable to the Project design and
implementation, and have been considered as part of this EA.
The regulations define water use classifications for freshwater and coastal marine waters, based on the
beneficial uses. The coastal marine waters which may be impacted by the Project are defined as Class
AA waters. The uses to be protected in Class AA waters are the conservation of coral reefs, support and
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propagation of shellfish and other marine life, with the objective for waters to remain as near to their
natural state as possible, and an absolute minimum of pollution from any source.
Earthmoving Regulations (Chapter 2401–01). The earthmoving regulations apply to any construction or
other activity which disturbs or alters the surface of the land. The regulations require preparation of an
erosion and sedimentation control plan by a person trained and experienced in erosion and
sedimentation control methods and techniques. The plan should outline a description of the project
works and required control measures to mitigate the potential impacts of sedimentation. The plan must
be submitted to the EQPB Board along with clearance from the Historical and Cultural Preservation, and
applicable State approvals, for review. A permit is required from the EQPB prior to any excavation works
commencing.
Toilet Facilities and Wastewater Disposal System (TFWDS) Regulations (Chapter 2401–13). The TFWDS
Regulations establish standards for toilet and wastewater disposal systems. The regulations require
minimum standards governing the design, construction, installation, and operation of toilet and
wastewater disposal systems for the purposes of (i) minimizing environmental pollution, health hazards,
and public nuisance from such systems and facilities; (ii) protecting the health of the septic tank user
and all neighbors; and (iii) ensuring that sewerage will not contaminate drinking water supply, be
accessible to insects, rodents, or other possible carriers of disease which may come into contact with
food or drinking water, pollute or contaminate the waters used for swimming, or generally pose a public
health nuisance or hazard.
The TFWDS regulation is focused on household sanitation systems, such as septic tanks, and connection
requirements to the public sanitation system in areas where it is available. The regulation does not
provide discharge standards.
2.

National Historic Protection

The Historical & Cultural Preservation Act, Title 19 PNCA, empowers the Ministry of Community and
Cultural Affairs, Bureau of Historical and Cultural Preservation (BHCP), to promulgate guidelines for
identifying historical sites or tangible cultural property.
Prior to construction of a project the BHCP must be notified by an application for Historical Clearance
from the project proponent, to assess possible affects to historical or culturally significant sites and
features. BHCP may require the project proponent to submit a historical survey prepared by a qualified
archaeologist. Historical Clearance must be obtained prior to start of construction.
3.

State Laws and Regulations

The Ngerchelong State Government has issued a building permit to Karisma Development Group for the
proposed development (see Appendix 2).
Conservation areas. Ngerchelong State has established several conservation areas for protection of
watersheds, and mangrove and marine habitats. The Project is not located in any establish conservation
area.
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III.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

The Ngerchur Island Project (Project) proposes to construct a one-story day-use pavilion by refurbishing
the existing 40 feet by 20 feet concrete structure at the project site. The existing concrete walls will be
painted, a new gable roof constructed over the walls, and windows and doors installed.
Additionally, two 40 feet by 24 feet veranda roofs will be constructed along two sides, and a, 30 feet by
20 feet, veranda roof will come off the rear, or east end, of the structure, as shown below in Figure 2.

Figure 2

Pavilion Elevation Views

The toilet and shower facility will be constructed just west of the pavilion building, as shown below.
Water will be supplied to the facility from the proposed, multiple, rain catchment tanks.
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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Toilet/Shower Facility Perspective

Toilet and Shower Floor Plan
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Figure 5

Toilet/Shower and Septic System Layout

The wastewater septic system layout will be constructed as shown below (full construction drawings and
design standards are found in Appendix 1):
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Figure 6

Septic Vault Detail

The total septic vault volume assumes a maximum 100 persons per day, for toilet use only. At 5 flushes
per person per day, at a volume of 1.6 gallons per flush, this equals 800 gallons total volume. The 2007
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California Plumbing Code recommends a multiplier of 1.5 times the total wastewater volume generated,
so the septic vault capacity will be scaled to 1200 gallons (4.54 m3).
The absorption field, or leaching field, design will divert the greywater from the showers and bathroom
sinks to a separate trench for absorption. This will reduce the volume of wastewater flowing to the main
toilet water absorption field, thereby reducing flow rate into the soil, and increasing biological
treatment in the upper substrate.
The contractor will complete the required percolation tests, as per regulations, and submit results to
EQPB, verifying design sizing and functionality for the leaching field, prior to construction.
The leaching field layout is shown in Figure 7, below:

Figure 7
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Stone pier rehabilitation:
An existing 186 meter (610 feet) stone pier on the eastern shore of the island will be rehabilitated to
provide all-tide access for boats transporting tourists to the island (see Figure 1: Ngerchur Project Works
Locations, above). The rehabilitation of the pier will be completed by hand labor. It is estimated that
enough stone can be retrieved from the perimeter of the degraded structure to build up to a functional
elevation for tourist access.
The pier will be finished with an eight (8) feet wide concrete walkway. The pier extends from the beach
seaward across sand bottomland to its terminus.
No seagrass or coral habitat will be directly impacted by proposed works.

Figure 8
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Figure 9

Pier Elevation View

IV.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

A.

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

1.
Climate
Recent climate events affecting the project area, and the whole of Palau, include a record period of
drought, with the driest October to March 2015, and driest March to April 2016 recorded, making 2015
the driest year recorded in 80 years of observations in Palau (NOAA ENSO Applications Climate, May
2016 Bulletin), this followed the onset of the strongest El Nino Southern Oscillation event ever recorded.
Palau has a tropical monsoon climate characterized by seasonal variation in rainfall, moderately warm
temperatures, and high humidity. Two seasons are generally recognized as a rainy season from May to
December and a dry season. Average annual rainfall is some 148 in (3,760 mm) and occurs relatively
uniformly throughout the year, with the wettest months being June, July and August Records
indicate there is little variation in annual rainfall throughout the Palau Islands. The monthly average
temperature range is 24Cto 32C with March and April the warmest months coinciding with
maximum sunshine hours.
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Figure 10

Palau climate data

The northeastern trade winds prevail with a mean wind speed of 9.65 kph or about 15 knots. Maximum
winds recorded were during typhoon events. Palau lies to the south of the northern pacific “Typhoon
Belt”. Over the past 60 years Palau has been impacted by only 5 major typhoons (SOPAC, 2007), these
included typhoons include: Gelda in September 1959 with 140-knot winds; Louise in November 1964,
with 100-knot winds; Opal in December 1964 with 140-knot winds; and Mike in November 1990 with
135 knot winds (NOAA National Weather Service reported in NRCS 2005)
More recent storm events include Typhoon Utor in 2001, Typhoon Bopha in 2012, and Typhoon Haiyan
in 2013. Typhoon Utor, caused damage to infrastructure in the Koror and Babeldaob areas, mainly due
to landslides caused by excessive rain (IWRM, 2007). Typhoon Bopha eventually passed south of Peleliu
and Angaur Island but caused extensive damage to the east coast of Babeldaob Island and to both
southern islands. Super Typhoon Haiyan passed north of Kayangel Island, but also caused very extensive
damage to the island (Palau National Emergency Management Office assessments for Bopha, 2012, and
Haiyan, 2013)
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2.

Geology and Soils

Figure11

Pavilion Site Soils

The site proposed for the pavilion, toilet and shower facility, and septic system, is flat and comprised of
sandy loam soils (Soil Map Unit 628, USDA Soil Survey of the Island of Palau). Though soil depth is
classified as deep at 2 meters (≥ 79 inches), their suitability for septic systems is rated as “very limited”,
due to occasional flooding, given a seasonally high water table at 100-150 cm (39-59 inches). Soil
permeability is very high at more than 36 cm/hour (14.2 inches/hour).
3.

Freshwater Resources

There are no surface water resources at the project site and given the narrow width of the island at this
point, it is very unlikely to support a groundwater lens, or basal aquifer.
4.

Marine Resources

Both sides of the island at this point are beachfront and sand foreshore, as is the area proximate to the
existing pier. No seagrass or coral habitat will be directly impacted by proposed works.
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EQPB Marine Water Quality Regulations standards classify the marine waters in the project area vicinity
as Class AA, which are to remain as near to their natural state as possible, with a minimum of pollution
from any source. No point source discharge will be permitted into these waters.
5.

Air Quality

No sources of air pollution are found at, or adjacent, to the Project site. Air quality is considered pristine.
6.

Noise

The are no roads on the islands and the only noise generation would be from arriving or passing boat
traffic.
D.

Ecological Environment
1.

Terrestrial Flora and Fauna

Beach strand forest habitat is fairly uniform across the project site, though quite open, with minimal
ground cover. Plant diversity is low across the site, coconut (Cocos nucifera “lius”) and Alexandrian
laurel (Calophyllum inophyllum, “btaches”) are the dominate tree species, grasses and some low shrubs
are dispersed across the site, along with the ground creeping vine, beach morning glory (Ipomoea pescaprae).
Several Micronesian Megapode birds (Megapodius laperouse senex, “bekai”) were observed in the
project area, and during the bird survey. The birds are an endemic subspecies and listed as endangered
by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) (2017)
Rats are also commonly seen in the project area. As the outpost building has been used by the owner
and locals for camping and day-use, this has probably contributed to an increase in the rat population,
with food waste being made available.
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“Lius” and “Btaches” trees

“Bekai”
Figure 12
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Two bird survey counts were made following the EQPB Bird Survey Protocol, a total of eight (8) and
seven (7) species were recorded on the first and second counts. Species were endemic, indigenous, and
migratory, species. The endemic subspecies, Megapodius laperouse senex, is listed as endangered by the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) (2017)
Birds observed, or heard, are listed below:
Table IV.D.1: Bird Survey Species List
BIRD SURVEY SPECIES LIST:
Location: beachfront

COUNT 1

06:30 to 06:45 May 14 2018

partly cloudy / wind (Beaufort Scale) =1

28oC

Micronesian megapode, Megapodius laperouse senex (E)

Bekai

Micronesian starling, Aplonis opaca

Kiud

Palau fantail, Rhipidura lepida (E)

Melimdelebdeb

Pacific golden-plover, Pluvialis fulva

Derariik

Little pied cormorant, Microcarbo melanoleucos
Red junglefowl, Gallus gallus

Derouch

Brown Noddy, Anous stolidus

Bedoach

White tern, Gygis alba candida

Sechosech

BIRD SURVEY SPECIES LIST:
Location: beachfront

COUNT 2

Malk

07:00 to 07:15 May 14 2018

partly cloudy / wind (Beaufort Scale) =1

28oC

Micronesian megapode, Megapodius laperouse senex (E)

Bekai

Micronesian starling, Aplonis opaca

Kiud

Palau fantail, Rhipidura lepida (E)

Melimdelebdeb

Palau flycatcher, Myiagra erythrops (E)

Charmelachull

Pacific golden-plover, Pluvialis fulva

Derariik

Brown Noddy, Anous stolidus

Bedoach

White tern, Gygis alba candida

Sechosech

2.

Marine Flora and Fauna

Diverse communities of fish, corals, and invertebrates are found throughout the reef area adjacent to
the island Project site. Habitat consists of coral sands with interspersed seagrass beds covering the
nearshore reef top, with coral coverage and diversity increasing seaward of the intertidal sand flats.
The nearshore of the island is a popular area for netting the small herrings “mekebud” and is used
almost daily by local fishers.
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E.

Social Environment
1.

Socioeconomic Environment

Ngerchelong State’s boundaries includes Ngerchur Island, and the smaller island of, Ngkeklau, just south
of Ngerchur. Ngkeklau Island is considered Ngerchelong State public land, though several families have
established camps there. Ngerchur also has two additional camps on the west side established by family
of the owner. The nearshore of the island is a popular area for netting the small herrings, “mekebud”,
and is used almost daily by local fishers.
2.

Land Ownership and Use

Ngerchur Island has been under private ownership for several generations. The owner has recently
leased to the project proponents for a term of 75 years. The lease is found in Appendix 2, as is the land
use right granted by the lease owners to Karisma Development Group to conduct day tours to the island.
3.

Cultural and Traditional Features

The Japanese outpost building, shown below in Figure 13, is a registered historical site, as is the pier
structure, off the eastern shore, and are cataloged by the BHCP as shown below:
Outpost building:
B:NE-11:05 Historic Remains: Administration
Pier/Dock:
B:NE-11:04 Dock: Historic
The Ministry of Community and Cultural Affairs, Bureau of Historical and Cultural Preservation, Historic
Preservation Office (HP0) has issued Clearance for the project works (see Appendix 2-BCHP MOA).

Figure 13
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4.

Solid Waste

The project proponents have removed a substantial amount of solid waste from the island. Trash has
been collected by workers over the last four months or so. Beaches on both sides of the island have
been cleaned, as has the area in and around the outpost structure.
This will be an ongoing effort, as trash continually washes up on the shoreline from far away sources.

Figure 14

Trash Removal

V.

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES

A.

No Project Alternative

The no project alternative would preclude economic opportunities afforded Ngerchelong State and its
residents, by the Project. This includes permit fees for recreational activities paid by tourists to the
State, and possible employment and business opportunities for residents during construction and
operations.
The no project alternative would preserve the current tranquil nature of the island environment and
preclude possible development impacts from day-use activities, including possible negative impacts on
the megapode bird population.
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B.

Alternatives

The are no feasible alternatives put forth by the project proponents, given the unique island location
and planned activities.
C.

Preferred Alternative

The low impact development proposed will accommodate the proposed day-use tourist numbers and
provide all-tide access for transport boats.
VI.

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

A.

Design and Pre-construction Impacts
1.

Impacts on Physical Resources

Design considerations have included assurance of a low impact of development and preservation of
natural aesthetics. Grading plans have been developed to minimize earthworks, and balance excavation
and fill. All excavated material will be used on site for back filling
There are no planned construction activities within 50 feet the shoreline, or any new proposed overwater structures.
Mitigation for wastewater septic system impacts should entail the following:




A separate “greywater” absorption trench design for shower and bathroom sink water
Adequately sized septic vault design based on estimated day-use tourist numbers
Adequately sized absorption/leaching field, based on soil percolation tests, meeting EQPB
regulation requirements.

Mitigation for possible marine impacts from pier restoration works should entail the following:




Perimeter siltation curtains should be erected to enclose work areas where excavation of stones
will cause turbidity and sedimentation in marine waters
Scheduling of works on low tides and minimal wave surge
Careful transport and handling of concrete used to mortar stones and construct the finished
walkway.
2.

Impacts on Ecological Resources

As noted above in section IV.D.1., terrestrial flora is sparse and without significant diversity. No sensitive
habitats were identified during survey and no endangered or threatened floral species identified. Design
will designate that most trees on site be preserved and incorporated into the final landscaping plan.
Several megapode birds, of the endemic subspecies, Megapodius laperouse senex, were observed in the
project area. They are listed as endangered by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature
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(IUCN) (2017). These ground birds have been a common sight in the area for many years, and though
they will move through the project area while foraging, they are wary on close approach and will flee.
The EQPB bird protocol guidance states that detection of one or more Endangered, Threatened or NearThreatened bird species requires an extreme level of concern for critical loss of habitat and bird
diversity. While proposed project works will not directly impact megapode habitat, the numbers and
frequency of tourists coming to the island will be an added stressor to the birds.
Mitigation for tourist impacts on megapodes should entail the following:







Tourist education about concerns for these endangered birds, and protocols for tourist behavior
while on the island including:
o Informative placards illustrating the birds and their nesting mounds
o No approaching or harassment of the birds
o No disturbance of the nesting mounds
Nesting mounds (“oniung”) should be identified and signage posted stating no disturbance
allowed
Food waste should be strictly managed to prevent a possible food source for rats, which are
known as an additional stressor to megapodes
o Additional rat population control measures should be considered
Long term monitoring of the megapode population would assess if mitigation measures are
adequate.

The Palau population of megapodes is suspected to be undergoing a continued decline owing to human
disturbance of nest mounds and the effects of introduced species and continued persecution; however,
the likely rate of decline has not been estimated (IUCN: http://www.iucnredlist.org-accessed 5/23/2018)
Mitigation for possible marine impacts from pier restoration works on ecological resources should
follow the same measures as stated above for physical resources.
3.

Impacts on Socio-economic Resources

Ngerchelong State has day use permits for snorkeling and fishing, which tourists will be required to
purchase, bringing additional revenue to the State.
The project will provide employment opportunities for State residents, presently three residents are
employed as full-time staff on the island. Boat charter services, offered by State residents, will also be
utilized by the project.
B.

Construction Impacts
1.

Impacts on Physical Resources

Earthworks will have minimal impact to the pavilion site land area, with the majority of excavation
conducted for septic tank and leaching field construction. The area will be restored to existing grades
after construction. Pier works will restore the existing dilapidated structure utilizing stone that has fallen
around the perimeter.
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No mitigation is deemed necessary for impacts to physical resources.
2.

Impacts on Ecological Resources

Loss of a few native trees, and groundcover flora, will occur during construction excavation and filling
for the septic and leaching field area, but is not considered a significant impact. With the sand soils
present there is little risk of runoff and sedimentation to marine waters.
Mitigation for possible marine impacts to ecosystem resources from pier restoration works should entail
the following:


Perimeter siltation curtains should be erected to enclose work areas where excavation of stones
will cause sedimentation in marine waters

Figure 15



Siltation Curtain Detail

Scheduling of works on low tides and minimal wave surge
Careful transport and handling of concrete used to mortar stones and construct the finished
walkway.
3.

Impacts on Socio-economic Resources

There are no residents on the island, and the only persons present during construction will be the
contractor’s laborers and supervisors. Supervisors should enforce safety standards and assure all
workers are provided with personal protective equipment, specified for the tasks performed.
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C.

Operation Impacts
1.

Impacts on Physical Resources

There are no anticipated impacts to physical resources from proposed operations.
2.

Impacts on Ecological Resources

Mitigation for tourist impacts on megapodes should entail the following:







Tourist education about concerns for these endangered birds, and protocols for tourist behavior
while on the island including:
o Informative placards illustrating the birds and their nesting mounds
o No approaching or harassment of the birds
o No disturbance of the nesting mounds
Nesting mounds (“oniung”) should be identified and signage posted stating no disturbance
allowed
Food waste should be strictly managed to prevent a possible food source for rats, which are
known as an additional stressor to megapodes
o Additional rat population control measures should be considered
Long term monitoring of the megapode population would assess if mitigation measures are
adequate.

Mitigation for tourist impacts on marine resources should entail the following:



Snorkeling tourists will not be allowed to damage coral reef areas by standing on corals, or
removing any coral or other organisms from the reef
Ngerchelong State fishing regulations will be adhered to by tourists and enforced by project
staff, and by any charter services staff.

Mitigation for possible impacts from septic waste should entail the following:


Septic tank waste volume will be monitored and pumped out when the sludge layer is within 18
inches of the tank outlet. Septic waste will be transported to the Malakal Sewer Treatment Plant
for disposal.
3.

Impacts on Socio-economic Resources

Ngerchelong State has day use permits for snorkeling and fishing, which tourists will be required to
purchase, bringing additional revenue to the State.
The project will provide employment opportunities for State residents, presently three residents are
employed as full-time staff on the island. Boat charter services, offered by State residents, will also be
utilized by the project.
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VII.

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AND PUBLIC CONSULTATION

A.

Legislative Framework for Public Consultation

Public participation and consultation in the evaluation of project design, planning and implementation is
an important part of environmental impact assessment; it can directly reflect the public’s perceptions on
environmental quality in the project’s area of influence. Relevant provisions in the local EQPB
regulations require public consultation through public disclosure, provision for submission of written
comments, design review and EQPB approval.
B.
Public Consultation Activities
Project preparation included (i) information dissemination, (ii) stakeholder consultation, and (iv)
information disclosure.
1.

Stakeholder Consultations during the EA preparation

Project proponents have discussed the project and have the approval of the Ngerchelong State
Governor. The State has issued a business license for the project.
The Bureau of Cultural and Historical Preservation has issued Karisma Development Group a
Memorandum of Agreement to allow project works to proceed (see Appendix 2-BCHP MOA)
2.

Information Disclosure

Environmental information on the project was and will be disclosed. The Environmental Assessment will
be made available for review by interested stakeholders at the EQPB upon submission. The EQPB will
also distribute the IEE update to their select EA reviewers for comment.
IX.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN OUTLINE

Prior to site preparation and construction activities, the contractor should present an environmental
management plan (EMP), including an Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan, a solid waste
management plan, and activity schedule. The EMP will require review and approval by EQPB.
Environmental monitoring will be conducted by the contractor to assure compliance with the mitigation
measures presented in the EA and the conditions of permit issued by EQPB. The contractor will submit a
weekly report to EQPB detailing the performance of erosion control measures, and any off-site impacts.
Key elements of the environmental monitoring plan are as follows:




Site clearance ensuring that trees marked for protection are left untouched and any soil
stockpiles are not left exposed
Soil stockpiles are placed away from drainage features to prevent runoff to the marine
environment
Site drainage and surface runoff are monitored after major rainfall events to assure erosion
controls are adequate.
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X.

Construction waste is managed properly on site, and disposed at the designated state landfill
Monitor water quality for near shore waters adjacent to pier restoration works (test parameters
to be approved by EQPB).
CONCLUSION

The significant environmental impacts identified by the Environmental Assessment are as follows:
Construction Phase
 Construction of the pavilion, toilet/shower building, and septic system will result in a
minimal loss of existing vegetation and associated habitat
 Construction waste disposal-generation of considerable quantities of solid waste requiring
proper disposal
These negative impacts can be mitigated. The positive impacts during the construction phase
are:
 Restoration/preservation of historical features
 Employment-opportunities for income generation and economic activity brought about by
the development construction
Operations Phase
 Sewage generation-treatment and disposal of up to 800 gallons per day of sewage
 Solid waste generation-collection and disposal of household waste
 While proposed project works will not directly impact megapode habitat, the numbers and
frequency of tourists coming to the island will be an added stressor to the birds.
These potential impacts can be mitigated by implementation of the measures put forth in
Section VI of the EA report. Monitoring and reporting, to assess the adequacy of mitigation
measures, will be required.
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